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Legal Notice

JDisc UG (haftungsbeschränkt) shall not be liable for errors contained herein or for 
incidental or consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, performance, or 
use of this material. The information herein is subject to change without notice and is 
provided "as is" without warranty of any kind. The entire risk arising out of the use of this 
information remains with recipient. In no event JDisc UG (haftungsbeschränkt) shall be 
liable for any direct, consequential, incidental, special, punitive, or other damages 
whatsoever (including without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business 
interruption or loss of business information), even if JDisc UG (haftungsbeschränkt) has 
been advised of the possibility of such damages. The foregoing shall apply regardless of 
the negligence or other fault of either party and regardless of whether such liability sounds 
in contract, negligence, tort, or any other theory of legal liability, and notwithstanding any 
failure of essential purpose of any limited remedy. The limited warranties for JDisc UG 
(haftungsbeschränkt) products are exclusively set forth in the documentation 
accompanying such products. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting a further
or additional warranty.

Copyright

JDisc UG (haftungsbeschränkt) may have patents or pending patent applications covering 
subject matter described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not give 
you any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

JDisc UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Kuppinger Weg 25
D-71116 Gärtringen
Germany

This document is protected by copyright. All rights are reserved. No part of this document 
may be photocopied, reproduced, or translated to another language without prior written 
consent of JDisc UG (haftungsbeschränkt).

All other registered trademarks belong to their respective companies.

© Copyright JDisc UG (haftungsbeschränkt), 2017.
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1 Introduction

JDisc Discovery is a high-end network inventory solution that does not need to deploy 
agents on the target computers. Most, but unfortunately not all environments, are a 
good fit for JDisc Discovery. Because of that, it is important to test the software upfront 
in your environment.

The evaluation guide explains what is important during the evaluation and how to test 
specific features of the product.

The evaluation is divided into three sections. The first section explains how to get an 
extended evaluation license. The second part covers how to evaluate the discovery of 
different operating system platforms such as Windows, Unix, MAC OS X, or virtual 
servers such as VMware ESX servers. Finally, the last section explains how to test 
remote sites if there are any.
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2 Evaluation

JDisc Discovery comes with a demo license for a maximum of 25 devices. The demo 
license is not time restricted. Although this is not required for initial tests, we 
recommend to request an enhanced demo license.

2.1 Free Support During The Evaluation Phase

JDisc offers free support during the evaluation phase. So don't hesitate to send your 
questions to support@jdisc.com.

2.2 Request An Enhanced Demo License

JDisc Discovery licenses are node locked to the computer on which the software runs. 
Therefore, you need to create a “license request file” that contains hardware and 
configuration information including the serial number and mac addresses.

To create a license request file, install JDisc Discovery. Once the software is installed, 
start the user interface and choose Help » License Info.
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Figure: License Dialog

Click Request License to create a license request file. Send this file to 
support@jdisc.com along with the desired number of devices and we'll create an 
enhanced demo license that is valid for 2 weeks.

2.3 Run Your First Discovery

The installation procedure enables the local network for discovery. So let's start the first
discovery by clicking the start button  from JDisc Discovery's toolbar. Alternatively, 
you can start your first discovery from the Discovery » Control » Start Discovery menu 
item.

Figure: Start first Discovery Cycle

When the discovery is started for the first time, a dialog appears that prompts for the 
Windows domain or workgroup administrative account and password.

Figure: Enter the administrative account for your workgroup/domain

Whenever JDisc Discovery discovers a Windows computer that belongs to this 
workgroup or domain, it will use the specified administrative account to discover this 
computer.

Don't enter the workgroup prefix when the neighborhood name belongs to a Windows 
workgroup and not to a Windows domain.

The most important leason is that JDisc Discovery requires access 
credentials to discover detailed device information. Without access 
credentials, JDisc Discovery gets only little or no information at all.
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Always enter fully qualified access credentials including the 
domain!

When the first discovery is finished, all Windows computers that belong to the specified
workgroup or domain should be successfully discovered. Open the “All Devices” report 
from the Devices » All Devices menu item.

Figure: A typical all devices report.

Successfully discovered Windows computers usually have the model, manufacturer 
and serial number fields populated.

The two main reasons for an unsuccessful discovery of Windows computers are 
personal firewalls (blocking all discovery protocols) or incorrect/missing access 
credentials. Refer to the troubleshooting section in this document to learn how to 
troubleshoot discovery issues.

2.4 General Tips

This section explains general hints and tips when using JDisc Discovery.

2.4.1 Data Quality Tab

Click on the Data Quality tab within the status area in order to review the current data 
quality. Red quality bars indicate a poor quality, yellow an fair quality and green a good 
data quality.
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Figure: Data Quality Tab

Follow the How to improve... link in the right area in order to open a new diagnostics 
report. This report displays a list of tasks on how to improve the data quality.

Figure: Diagnostics Report

Use the context menu to open the list of devices to which a diagnostic entry applies or 
use the Explain option in order to get more details on the diagnostic entry.
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2.4.2 Firewalls

For the initial tests, disable any personal firewall on the computer running JDisc 
Discovery. Depending on the configuration, personal firewalls can negatively influence 
the result.

Personal firewalls can either block connections to the embedded 
database or have a negative impact on the discovery process.

2.4.3 Discover Individual Devices

When testing the discovery, you will often need to discover a single device or a list of 
devices. For instance, when you have changed the access credentials of devices and 
you would like to re-discover those devices.

To discover individual devices, select them in any device report (for instance from 
Devices » All Devices). Open the context menu (click on right mouse button) and select
Discovery » Selected Devices or Discovery » Selected IP Addresses. Selected Devices
first performs a DNS lookup on the device name to determine its current IP address. 
This is useful in DHCP environments when the IP address might have changed.

2.4.4 Basic Troubleshooting

When your discovery result are to not as good as expected you can  troubleshooting for
common problems such as:

● Misconfigured or wrong access credentials.

● Personal or network based firewalls blocking the discovery traffic. 

● Disabled remote login for Unix platforms.

JDisc Discovery provides several reports to support the troubleshooting process. Open 
the Device Details dialog  (either double click on a device or use the context menu) to 
inspect a single device. The Analyze tab is the key for troubleshooting. It consists of 
four tabs:

● Discovery Log displays a detailed discovery log.

● Protocols displays all protocols and protocols status.

● Parsing Issues displays all system command outputs, that JDisc Discovery failed
to parse. Parsing issues often occur when software vendor change the output 
format of  their system commands in newer operating system versions. 

● Diagnostics uses a rule based system to determine suggestions on how to 
improve the discovery of Windows computers.

For Windows computers, the WMI protocol is important. An error message like “The 
RPC Server is unavailable” is a strong indication for the presence of a personal firewall 
blocking the discovery traffic.
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2.5 Discover Windows Computers

Administrative access credentials are the key for a successful discovery of Windows 
computers. Without access credentials, JDisc Discovery will discover only basic 
information, such as operating system version. For security reasons, it is impossible to 
remotely discover detailed device information, such as installed applications without 
administrative access credentials.

Furthermore, configuring access credentials on a per Windows computer basis is 
impractical. Therefore JDisc Discovery provides several options to configure 
administrative access credentials per Windows domain or Active Directory object. 
Choose the option which suits your network environment.

Consider using remote login to improve your discovery result and 
speed up the discovery for computers at remote sites. Refer to 
chapter 2.5.4 for more information on remote login.

2.5.1 Enter Windows Domain Accounts

When your Windows network is based on Windows NT domains, you should enter 
administrative access credentials for each domain in JDisc Discovery's configuration 
dialog.

Open the Discovery Configuration dialog and select the Network Neighborhood tab 
within the Scope top level tab.

Figure: Windows domain configuration

Click Add  to add Windows domains and Change to modify administrative access 
credentials for a domain. You might use multiple select to enter administrative access 
credentials for multiple domains.
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2.5.2 Accounts For Microsoft Active Directory Objects

If your Windows network runs Microsoft Active Directory, JDisc Discovery can 
synchronize its directory structure and discover computers that are a member of the 
directory. 

First of all, you need to configure one or more DNS domain controllers serving your 
Active Directory and provide access credentials for the  directory. Open the Discovery 
Configuration  dialog from Discovery » Configuration and select the Directory top-level 
tab. If the DNS Domain Controller panel already contains one or more host name, click 
Change to open the Directory Service Account dialog and enter login credentials for the
DNS domain controllers. Otherwise click Add to add a new DNS domain controller. 
Enter a directory user account having at least read access rights to the directory. JDisc 
Discovery will only use this user account to query the directory.

Click Discovery » Control » Synchronize Directory to synchronize directory objects with
JDisc Discovery's database.

Once again open the Discovery Configuration dialog from Discovery » Configuration, 
select the Scope tab and then select the Directory tab on the right panel. The Directory 
tab displays the directory hierarchy including directory objects such as DNS domains or
organizational units.

Figure: Configure Accounts for Organizational Units

The directory hierarchy serves two purposes:
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● Associate directory objects to a group

● Configure access credentials for selected directory objects. JDisc Discovery 
uses these access credentials to logon to Windows computers that are member 
of this directory. Make sure to use the full login name (domain/username) or the 
user principal name (username@domain).

To enable directory discovery:

● Select a group

● Select directory objects, open the context menu and choose:

○ Enable to only discover and include computers belonging to selected 
directory objects. Directly enabled directory objects are indicated with a black
check mark symbol. 

○ Enable subtree to discover and include computers belonging to selected 
directory objects and all subordinate directory objects. Indirectly enabled 
directory objects (part of a subtree) are indicated with a grayed check mark 
symbol.

Use Toggle or the Space key to toggle between Disable, Enable and Enable subtree.

2.5.3 Per Device Access Credentials

If none of the options above apply, you can configure access credentials for each 
device individually. JDisc Discovery always uses individually configured accounts to 
discover a device.

Select one or more devices, open the context menu (right mouse button) and select 
Manage » Change Accounts. Enter the administrative access credentials in the 
Admin/Root Account fields  for selected devices.
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Figure: Change Device Accounts

2.5.4 Remote Login For Windows

JDisc Discovery offers a unique feature called Remote Login. When remote login is 
enabled, then JDisc Discovery copies a small temporary agent to the target computer. 
The agent runs only for the duration of the scan and deletes itself and all temporary 
files from the target computer. There are several advantages of using remote login:

1. Remote login can tunnel WMI and registry requests through the temporary 
agent. WMI and registry is access through the tunnel is for remote sites with 
comparably slow lines up to 6 times faster than native WMI or registry queries.

2. Remote login requires only port 445. With Remote login, JDisc Discovery can 
discover highly secured clients (which would block WMI traffic) or servers within 
the DMZ.

3. With remote login, JDisc Discovery can discover information that is not available 
through WMI or other protocols.

Enable remote login for Windows from within the discovery settings dialog within the 
protocols tab.

Figure: Enable remote login for Windows
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2.6 Discover Unix Computers

Typically, Unix computers rarely have standard management protocols, such as SNMP 
or WBEM installed out-of-the-box or if installed, often do not provide detailed hardware,
software and configuration information. 

JDisc Discovery compensates the lack of standard management protocols by logging 
on using telnet or SSH, executing selected system commands, and parsing the 
command output to retrieve hardware, software and configuration information. In most 
cases ordinary user privileges are sufficient, except of Linux and VMware ESX server, 
which require root access to collect hardware information from the BIOS.

To properly discover Unix computers:

● Enable the remote login for the desired operating system platforms. Remote 
login is disabled for all operating system platforms by default. To enable remote 
login, open the Discovery Configuration dialog.

● Enable remote login for unknown devices. This option is important for hardened 
systems. JDisc Discovery then first logs on the computer, executes the uname 
command to determine the device's platform. If the device's platform has been 
determined successfully, the discovery process the device according to the 
device's platform configuration.

● Configure default credentials for desired operating system platforms. If using 
default credentials is not an option, configure per-device credentials.

When you have SSH keys deployed on your devices, you can import your SSH keys 
from the top level SSH Keys tab. Once imported, the SSH keys can be used to 
configure default access credentials or access credentials for individual computers.
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Figure: Protocol configuration

When you have enabled all protocols, switch to the Scope tab and select the Accounts 
sub-tab. Select the desired platform and add new default accounts or SSH access 
credentials as needed.
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Figure: Define Default Accounts for HP-UX

Once all default accounts have been configured, either run a new discovery job or 
discover your Unix computers individually.
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